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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Phillips Industries Continues History of HDT Top 20 Awards 
 

Santa Fe Springs, CA (March 5, 2019) Phillips Industries’ QWIK-CHECK™ is one of 

Heavy Duty Trucking’s 2019 Top 20 Products. The Top 20 award will be presented to 

Phillips Industries’ representatives during the American Trucking Associations’ 

Technology & Maintenance Council annual meeting at the Georgia World Congress 

Center in Atlanta, March 18-21.  

 

For this year’s awards, HDT editors chose top products introduced in 2018 based on 

their level of innovation, ability to address significant industry issues, and potential 

benefit to the bottom line. Additional consultation with the HDT Editorial Advisory 

Board made up of fleet executives and managers finalized the Top 20 spots.   

 

A Phillips Industries product has secured a spot on HDT’s Top 20 list multiple times 

over the past ten years, proving the company’s commitment to solving fleet 

problems through product development.  Rob Phillips, president and COO, 

commented about this latest recognition of Phillips’ product innovation, “It’s in 

Phillips’ DNA to solve problems for fleet operators; it’s where we started and it’s even 

more true today.  We understand our success relies on helping vehicle operators 

reach their total-cost-of-ownership goals.  We appreciate the recognition from Heavy 

Duty Trucking.” 

 

The QWIK-CHECK quickly and easily confirms power within the 7-way connection 

between the tractor and trailer.  Designed for integration into the electrical system of 

the nosebox, it eliminates the immediate need for a continuity tester, visually 



confirming an electrical signal from the tractor to the trailer.  With the tractor turned 

on, and power supplied to the 7-way connection, the color-coded LED lights of the 

QWIK-CHECK will light up as each circuit receives power. 

   

 
Please visit us at www.phillipsind.com to learn how Phillips products can make a 

difference in your operation.  

 

About Phillips Industries 

 

Based in Santa Fe Springs, CA, USA Phillips Industries is a leading innovator and 

manufacturer of advanced electrical and air brake system components, as well as 

electronic solutions for communicating vehicle data to fleets and their drivers for the 

commercial truck and trailer industry.  Phillips’ products are standard on nearly 100% 

of Class 8 trucks, more than 50% of all trailers manufactured in North America, and 

can be purchased at virtually all premium distributors.  Phillips has manufacturing and 

distribution facilities throughout the US and Canada, as well as Mexico, China, and 

Europe. Phillips maintains active membership in key industry associations including 

TMC, SAE, Heavy Duty Manufacturing Association and various state trucking 

associations.  Their manufacturing facilities have earned the top quality accreditations 

including ISO/TS 16949 and ISO 14001 as well as multiple prestigious customer 

awards from Daimler, NAPA, and many others.  

 

To access an image of the QWIK-CHECK™ to accompany this announcement, please 
go to http://www.ck-companies.com/qwikcheck.jpg 
 

 

 

 

 


